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On the wall like paintings, these discs are called “Views” in the sense of travelers and
landscape painters of the 18th century. The large diameter of these porcelain discs
already represents a risk whose illusion of the depth within is highlighted by a precise
deep metal frame, like a tight necklace, to better isolate them. This allows the viewer to
experience the thrill of the intangible, as the flowery skin emerges from a deep view.
Depending on your approach, the views are like large spaces of living material, here are
streaks similar to wrinkles of skin, and there, the most intimate pelt of a wild animal, or
as well, the glow of the interior of a cave at the bottom of the earth. The titles are at the
same time sober and evocative because nothing is stated outright, all is suggested.
Amber, Light Pink, Light Flesh or Soft Flesh, Moss, Red Eye (emerging from a form
frayed like a cloud is a gigantic eye or possibly the waves of the sea on particular
mornings) and finally “Red Fly” as one imagines a brown and red fly on a turquoise blue
sky. Or simply White.
Our gaze is captivated by a sensitivity to nuance and by the complex vibrations within
the circular form of faded and dense color offered by a glaze both thick and thin and the
striations of crazing lines, dotted occasionally by crystals like constellations of stars. Is
this an evocation of a vision of veins or human cells obtained by a strong optical illusion?
Or is it the resurgence of the sensibility we find in the Tondi by Monet?
To obtain this effect, production is sagely orchestrated. A relief of refractory alumina
hydrate, fashioned into a relief is modeled in the kiln under the porcelain. The bisque
firing is to 1870F. The colored glaze is applied to the piece to slump and pool into an
uneven surface and to concentrate the visual effect of depth. Then the glaze firing goes
to 2336F. At specific times during cooling, crystals are grown. This phenomena is
easily achieved in an electric kiln but is much more complex to control in a gas kiln
whose use is implied by the size of these pieces.
The control, moreover, seems to be almost a game, leaving the center of the piece
smooth, distributing the crazing to the edges like tree rings drawing time or from the high
points of the relief like an imperfect skin. In fact, both in the clay body and glaze, there is
the directing of ceramic “faults” or mistakes that allows for the birth of these colors from
glazes that are improperly dissolved and the effects of crystallization from interrupted
cooling patterns as well as crazing. These liberties remind us somewhat of the research
of Rousseau in French glass at the end of the 19th century. “What we are not supposed
to do, I do,” says Linda Swanson, an American ceramicist.
Born in California in 1967, She says that her childhood fostered a passion for natural
history museums and her interest in nature from visits to national parks. Ceramics she

has studied since high school. After a trip to France, she obtained a degree in Art
History specializing in medieval art at UCSB while studying pottery. To continue these
studies, she spent the next three years in Osaka, Japan. In a contemporary ceramic
studio named Tekisui in Ashiya, she concentrated on form while contemplating nature in
temple gardens. Returning to the US, she studied glazing and firing for the next several
years at CSULB in LA. She also refers to a trip to Iceland and the impression of
geysers, incessant rain mixed with the laterite, a rock that when wet makes surprising
colors. She refers to Iceland as an awakening to the forces of nature. Returning to the
US, she continued her studies at Alfred, in Western New York near Lake Ontario,
receiving her master’s degree in 2 years from New York State College of Ceramics. This
program has dual specialties in ceramic art and science with wonderful laboratories
offering various technical equipment and the assistance of ceramic engineers. At Alfred
all is possible, all could be tried and Linda Swanson could experiment.
Since her return from Iceland, she began making installations to express the forces of
the earth, using dry material, slowly adding water and passionately observing the
changes. Her experimental spirit brings her to the present explorations in Paris: the
Tanks are four sided reservoirs with sandblasted sides on which she left a transparent
rectangular window for observation of the interior scene. In a carefully prepared salt
solution, she liberally adds elements of glaze that evolve over time. A bubble appears,
then a crystals forms on the transparent surface, growing segments that intersect like
flowers testifying to life and evocative of icebergs or a miniature dream-like world.
Another object of her research is a large rectangle of steel dusted with a powdered
volcanic clay – bentonite. Overhead are quiet receptacles of dripping water. Bentonite,
generally used in small amounts in ceramics to add plasticity to clay, can when wet
expand to 15 times its particle size and contracts as much when it dries. In contact with
the metal, the wet clay becomes tinted with rust to shimmer like wings of a butterfly in
the sunshine. These are all variations of the installation that Linda Swanson reveals to
us. Like a fantastic frozen eruption, that covers all then suddenly stops, motionless,
ready to break when touched and then disappear.
The Maria Lund Gallery offers the first solo exhibition of the artist in Paris. Under the title
Reorientations, Linda Swanson has understood that she can use ceramics to speak loud
and strong of the fascinating beauty of nature. Without realizing it, our understanding of
earth and nature can escape us, coloring our living world but unreal to us, making it
strange and terrifying. Equally terrifying is the idea of a nature that is disappearing,
replaced by an artificial one. Will Reorientations contribute to modifying our view of
earth or nature?

